World

Sadaat invited to Israel — Israel Prime Minister Menahem Begin said yesterday that he was willing to invite a similar mission to Egypt's President Anwar Sadat to come to Jordan for peace talks. Begin had earlier invited a similar mission to Sadat, who was expected to meet Begin in Jordan. Begin said that Sadat's visit would include a visit to the Israeli Parliament.

Nation

Carter supports Humphrey-Hawkins — President Carter said yesterday that he supports the Humphrey-Hawkins bill and is in favor of four percent unemployment by 1983, calling the target an ambitious goal that may be difficult to achieve.

Tax cuts likely — Congress will probably approve larger tax cuts in 1979, Assistant Secretary Major Leader Allan Carmine (D-Calif) said yesterday. Clinton urged the President to delay his tax reform proposals until such a cut is made.

More wheat to Soviets — The Agriculture Department announced yesterday that 100,000 metric tons more of wheat has been sold to the Soviet Union, making a total of 2.4 million metric tons for the year and next.

Local

Visiting black students assaulted — A group of black students from the Princeton Academy were the victims of apparently unprovoked attack by two unidentified white youths at the Butler Hill Monument yesterday. A teacher sustained head wounds, and five students received various other injuries. The two men had pleaded guilty to charges of assault and battery with a dangerous weapon.

Seeds of A Summer Night

by Patrick Barron

Several MIT dorms have been placed on the Institute's new energy-efficient heating system as part of the campus-wide conservation campaign begun in 1974.

Until this winter, the focus has been on cutting heating bills and saving energy through increased insulation, window replacement, and better maintenance of heating systems. The heating system consists of two main components: the central control computer, which has stored detailed information about the structure, insulation and heating system of the buildings, and "knobs" which can be adjusted most efficiently under various conditions. The desired temperature ranges from 68 to 76 degrees Fahrenheit.

The dormitories on the new heating system include McCormick Hall, Biker House, Burton House, MacGregor House, Tang Hall, Eastgate and Westgate. The buildings all operate on a system that utilizes steam, supplied by the power plant, to heat a supply of water that is circulated through the building's radiators. The temperature of the water can be controlled in relation to the severity of outside conditions, an option that the older dormitories do not have.

Several Senior House and East Campus residents complained of their buildings being too cold. Although they are not included on the new heating system, the problem stems from inadequate heating provided under the system. The heating was distributed, in the case of the older dormitories, by the air handlers can be used to a greater or lesser extent at times, utilizing the heat in the building to maintain a comfortable temperature.

The new scheme has some 2,500 sensors that were installed last spring in 33 campus buildings. The sensors convey exterior and interior environmental conditions to the central computer, which has stored detailed information about the structure, insulation and heating system of the buildings, and "knobs" which can be adjusted most efficiently under various conditions. The desired temperature ranges from 68 to 76 degrees Fahrenheit.

Fast for a World Harvest

Ofen-America, part of an international non-profit organization, will sponsor the second annual Fast for a World Harvest this week. People are asked to fast from suppertime Wednesday until suppertime Thursday, and donate the money they save to Oxfam.

Last year 8,000 students fasted and donated about $200 to three dollars each, on the average. The monies go to fund self-help programs in Africa, Asia, and Latin America, the second annual Fast for a World Harvest this week. People are asked to fast from suppertime Wednesday until suppertime Thursday, and donate the money they save to Oxfam.
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Saturday, Nov. 19

in Walker Memorial

the Junior Class Dance

featuring Ocean live

Free Booze and munchies, courtesy Rums of Puerto Rico

Door Prize, courtesy Tech Hifi

Dance Contest with prizes

Tickets on sale in Lobby 10

this week only $1.00